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A B S T R A C T

The Pivot Profile© (PP) was proposed recently by Thuillier, Valentin, Marchal, and Dacremont (2015) as an
alternative to classical descriptive methods. Its principle is to describe each product by comparing it to a stable
reference (called Pivot). While the method seems promising there is little data available and some issues still
need to be examined. This paper proposes to evaluate two of these issues: the effects of the similarity within the
product space and of the choice of pivot. We compared the pivot profiles obtained for three different sets of
beers, varying in their within-set sensory similarity, using different pivots. We found that PP results are more
influenced by the within-set similarity than by the choice of the pivot. We suggest that the PP method is more
suitable for restricted product spaces in terms of sensory characteristics, and that the creation of a “central
product” as the pivot can be a good option when the type of products allows it. However, further studies need to
be conducted to assess PP in terms of assessors’ repeatability and consensus, as well as to propose alternative
statistical analyses that would take into account the individual PP data.

1. Introduction

In response to industrial demand to develop fast and cost effective
methods to describe product sensory attributes, new sensory tools have
been described in the literature under the name of rapid methods
(Valentin, Chollet, Lelièvre, & Abdi, 2012; Varela & Ares, 2012). One of
the most recent tool was proposed under the name of Pivot Profile©
(PP) by Thuillier et al. (2015) for the description of champagne wines.
The idea behind PP is to use a comparative strategy like in Flash profile
(Dairou & Sieffermann, 2002; Delarue, 2014), sorting task (Chollet,
Valentin, & Abdi, 2014) or projective mapping (Dehlholm, 2014;
Risvik, McEwan, & Redbottena, 1997) but comparing each product to
a stable reference instead of comparing all products together. This
characteristic is common with Polarized Sensory Positioning (PSP,
Teillet, Schlich, Urbano, Cordelle, Guichard, 2010). In PSP, assessors
are asked to evaluate the distance between a sample and three
references or poles whereas in PP they have to describe the differences
between the sample and the reference (pivot). One of the main interests
of these two reference-based methods is that they allow data aggrega-
tion as the samples do not need to be presented all at the same time as
for the other comparative methods previously quoted (Valentin et al.,
2012). The main difference between the two methods is that PSP does
not rely on language and so it provides only a positioning of samples,
when PP provides both a positioning and a description of the samples.

Practically in PP assessors are provided with pairs of products

including the reference or pivot (clearly identified as such) and the
product to be evaluated. Assessors are asked to observe, smell and taste
the pivot and the product and to write down each attribute that the
product has in smaller or larger amount than the pivot product (e.g. less
sweet, more astringent). Data analysis begins by regrouping synonyms
and optionally regrouping the terms by categories. Then, negative and
positive frequencies are computed for each term and each product, and
the negative frequency is subtracted from the positive frequency. The
resulting score is finally translated so as to obtain positive scores only.
The final matrix is submitted to correspondence analysis (CA) to obtain
a sensory map of the products.

PP seems to be very promising as it allows for a fast description of
products with the possibility of aggregating data across sessions.
However, so far very little data are available with only two published
articles at that day. Thuillier et al. (2015) reported that champagne
descriptions obtained via PP were coherent with what was a priori
known about these wines and Fonseca et al. (2016) demonstrated with
chocolate ice-creams that PP has high analytical and discriminative
power compared to comment analysis. So, additional work is clearly
needed to confirm the potential of this method. A first issue with PP is
the choice of the pivot product. In a series of simulations Thuillier et al.
(2015) demonstrated that “the choice of the pivot does not impact product
description space in a dramatic way” (p. 72). Yet this still needs to be
verified with real products and assessors. The difficulty is that if the
pivot is too neutral compared to the products to be described, assessors
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might have difficulties finding terms that are less than the pivot and
inversely if the pivot is too caricatural assessors might have difficulties
finding terms that are more than the pivot. The ideal solution thus is to
have a pivot with a central position compared to the product space to be
described. Thuillier et al. (2015) suggest creating a “central product” by
blending all products to be described but specify that this option is
possible “only for liquid, semi-liquid or powder products that can be easily
mixed” (p. 72). However, the author did not test this idea. The same
issue holds for PSP as a minimum of two poles need to be chosen.
Teillet, the author of the method himself, indicates that “the choice of
the poles seems to be a critical point of PSP” (Teillet, 2014, p. 265).
Recent publications on this issue reports that small changes in the
choice of the poles do not lead to relevant changes in product
configurations but it seems crucial that the poles should reflect the
main sensory characteristics responsible for the expected similarities
and differences among the products to be evaluated (Ares et al., 2015;
De Salamando, Antúnez, Torres-Moreno, Giménez, & Ares, 2015). An-
other issue is related to the similarity within the product space (within-
set similarity). Most rapid methods do a good job at describing and
discriminating among products as long as the differences between
products are not too small. When the differences are too subtle, classical
descriptive analysis is generally more efficient (Antúnez, Vidal, de
Salamando, Giménez, & Ares, 2017).

The aim of this paper was to evaluate the potential of PP to describe
complex products and to evaluate the effect of within-set similarity and
of choice of pivot on PP performance. We selected three sets of beers as
an illustration of complex products (Fig. 1). The first set is composed of
very different beers (low within-set similarity), the second set has an
intermediate within-set similarity and the third set is the less similar
one. Each set of beers was evaluated in comparison to one, two or three
different pivot products.

2. Material and methods

For assessing the effect of the choice of pivot we evaluated Sets 2
and 3 respectively with several pivots (blue lines in Fig. 1). To obtain a
central product we followed Thuillier et al.’s suggestion and created a
blend of all beers of each set. For Set 2, we compared this central blend
pivot (P1) with two extreme pivots which are real beers. For Set 3, we
compared the central blend pivot (P1) with a central pivot beer (P2)
which is a real beer quite similar to the beers of Set 3. If PP is sensitive
to the choice of pivot, we expected to obtain different product
descriptions of the beers depending on the pivot product inside each
set.

For assessing the effect of within-set similarity on PP performance,
we compared the results of the three sets when evaluated in comparison
with their respective central blend pivot (P1, orange line in Fig. 1). If PP

is sensitive to within-set similarity, we expected PP to give better
performance with Set 1 (the less similar) than with Set 3 (the more
similar).

2.1. Assessors

In their simulations, Thuillier et al. (2015) evaluated the effect of
panel heterogeneity as a factor that could impact PP outcome. They
showed that several sets of heterogeneous individual descriptions lead
to similar product descriptive spaces which suggests that this factor
might not be a problem. However, they also mention that the hetero-
geneity they simulated was closer to the heterogeneity that could be
expected from a trained panel and that a bigger effect could be expected
with consumers. Based on this statement we used trained panelists as
assessors to avoid additional noise in the data. So 11 trained assessors
(6 women, 6 men aged from 28 to 59 years old) enrolled in a training
program designed to produce beer trained panelists. They had been
formally trained to evaluate different kinds of beers (including the beers
studied here) one hour per week for an average of four years. The
training consisted in detecting and identifying flavors in beer and
evaluating the intensity of general compounds on a non-structured
linear scale. They did not have any knowledge about PP and had never
participated in a PP test before.

2.2. Beers

The choice of the beers was based on previous published and
unpublished studies involving sensory profiling of a large number of
beers, and on the extensive knowledge of the authors of the beer
sensory characteristics grounded on more than 15 years of research
activity on this topic. The beers of each set are detailed in Table 1. Set 1
(low within-set similarity) includes both blond and amber beers with
various alcohol contents. Set 2 (intermediate within-set similarity)
includes five blond beers: two of them are more aromatic and alcoholic
(Leffe and Grimbergen) than the three others (Pelforth, Stella Artois
and Heineken). Set 3 (high within-set similarity) is composed of five
similar blond beers with very close alcohol contents.

For each set, the central blend pivot is made of an equi-volume

Fig. 1. Global schema of the experiment.

Table 1
The three sets of beers with their respective pivots.

Beers Color Alcohol content (% vol.)

Set 1 Chti Blond 6.4
Chti Amber 5.9
Leffe Blond 6.6
Leffe Amber 8.2
Pelforth Blond 5.8
Pelforth Amber 6.0

Pivot 1 Blend of the 6 beers / /

Set 2 Grimbergen Blond 6.7
Leffe Blond 6.6
Pelforth Blond 5.8
Stella Artois Blond 5.2
Heineken* Blond 5.0

Pivot 1 Blend of the 5 beers / /
Pivot 2 Affligem Blond 6.7
Pivot 3 St Omer Blond 5.0

Set 3 1664 Blond 5.5
Carlsberg Blond 5.0
Heineken* Blond 5.0
St Omer Blond 5.0
Stella Artois Blond 5.2

Pivot 1 Blend of the 5 beers / /
Pivot 2 Jupiler Blond 5.2

* The Heineken beer was presented two times to the assessors within Sets 2 and 3
(compared to Pivot 1 each time) to assess the repeatability of the method.
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blend of the beers composing the set. Additional real beers were
selected as other pivots for Sets 2 and 3. For Set 2, we chose two
extreme pivots: P2 (Affligem) which is more similar to two beers (Leffe
and Grimbergen) and P3 (St Omer) which is more similar to three beers
(Pelforth, Stella Artois and Heineken). For Set 3, P2 (Jupiler) was
selected as a central pivot beer which has similar sensory characteristics
to the beers of the set. Thereafter in the text, the association of one set
with one pivot will be named trial. All beers were presented in three-
digit coded black glasses and served at 10 °C.

2.3. Procedure

Assessors took part individually in the experiment which was
conducted in separate booths lighted with a neon lighting of 18 W
with a red filter to mask the color differences between beers. Mineral
water and bread were available for assessors to rinse between samples.
Assessors could spit out beers if they wanted. The experiment was run
in seven sessions, at the rate of one session per week. The evaluation
order of each set was balanced among the assessors and for Sets 2 and 3
the order of the pivots was also balanced among the assessors. At the
end of the last session, the Heineken was presented twice again to the
assessors: one time in comparison to Pivot 1 of Set 2 and the other time
in comparison to Pivot 1 of Set 3 (in a balanced order), in order to
evaluate the repeatability of the method (dotted green line in Fig. 1).

During each session, assessors were successively presented with four
or five pairs of beers composed of the pivot beer and the beer to be
evaluated. A new glass of pivot beer was presented for each evaluated
beer, to avoid any temperature or sparkling variation during the
session. For each pair, assessors were asked to smell and taste both
beers and to write down all terms that they perceived in lower or higher
intensity in the evaluated beer than in the pivot beer. They were asked
to use only descriptive terms without any sentence. Negative forms
were not allowed since they could be turned into positive form (e.g.
non-sparkling into flat).

2.4. Statistical analysis

The effect of within-set beer similarity and of choice of pivot were
analyzed separately. For both effects we first compiled the terms
generated for each set of beers. This step was operated manually by
two of the three authors. Then the different grammatical forms of a
same word were standardized (e.g. hoppy and hop).

2.4.1. Performance criteria
Then we evaluated the richness of vocabulary, the agreement

between assessors and their repeatability by computing three criteria:

Number of terms. The average number of terms for each trial was
computed across assessors and beers. To assess the effect of within-set
similarity, we performed a two-way ANOVA with assessors as random
factor and set as fixed factor (Set 1, 2 & 3). To assess the effect of choice
of pivot, we performed two two-ways ANOVAs, one on Set 2 and one on
Set 3. In both ANOVAs assessors were considered as random factor and
pivot as fixed factor (P1, P2 & P3 for Set 2 and P1 & P2 for Set 3). When
a significant effect of set or pivot was found, a Newman Keuls pair
comparison test was performed with an α-level sets at 5%.

Global consensus index. First, for each beer and for each pair of
assessors, we assigned a value of 1 to a term if it was used similarly
by both assessors (positively or negatively), a value of 0 if the term was
used by only one of the two assessors and a value of −1 if both
assessors used it in different directions (one negative and the other
positive). These values were then averaged and compiled in an
assessor*assessor matrix for each beer. Each cell in this matrix
represents the agreement between a pair of assessors for a given beer.
Individual consensus scores were then obtained for each beer by

summing the rows of the matrix and dividing the result by the
number of assessor minus 1. The global consensus index was then
obtained by averaging the individual consensus score across assessors
and beers. This index varies from −1 to +1. The same ANOVAs as for
the number of terms were carried out to evaluate the effect of within-set
similarity and choice of pivot.

Repeatability index. First the similarity between the two replications of
the Heineken beer within Set 2 and Set 3 is computed for each assessor
using the same algorithm as for the consensus index. Then the
repeatability index is obtained as the average of the similarity across
assessors for each set. To assess the effect of within-set similarity we
computed a paired t-test between the repeatability scores obtained in
Set 2 and Set 3.

2.4.2. Beer descriptions
To assess the effect of within-set similarity and choice of pivot, we

analyzed the description of beers across sets or pivots. We selected the
terms that best characterize each beer according to a hypergeometric
law (Lebart, Piron, &Morineau, 2006). To evaluate the effect of within-
set similarity, we compared the description of three beers common to
two sets (Pelforth blond and Leffe blond common to Sets 1 and 2, Stella
Artois common to Sets 2 and 3). To evaluate the effect of choice of
pivot, we compared the three descriptions of the beers within Set 2
(obtained with the three pivots P1, P2, P3) and the two descriptions of
the beers within Set 3 (obtained with P1, P2).

2.4.3. Beer sensory maps
To evaluate the effect of within-set similarity and choice of pivot,

we compared the beer maps obtained via Correspondence Analysis1

(CA) and Multiple Factor Analysis for Contingency Tables —MFACT—
(Kostov, Bécue-Bertaut, & Husson, 2014) respectively. First, the nega-
tive and positive frequencies of each term were computed and the
negative frequency subtracted from the positive one for each trial. The
resulting score was then translated by adding the absolute value of the
minimum score to all the scores (Thuillier et al., 2015). The minimum
score thus takes on the value of zero and all other scores are positive.
For each trial, the translated scores were finally compiled in a
beers*terms matrix which was then submitted to CAs (Sets 1, 2 & 3
with P1) or to MFACTs (Set 2 with P1, P2, P3 and Set 3 with P1, P2).

3. Results

3.1. Effect of within-set beer similarity

To evaluate the effect of within-set beer similarity on PP outcomes
we compared the data obtained for the three sets with P1 (blend) as
Pivot (orange line in Fig. 1).

3.1.1. Performance criteria
Number of terms. There is an effect of within-set beer similarity on the
number of terms [F(2,20) = 3.707; p = 0.043]. The more similar the
beers in a set are, the smaller the number of terms used to describe
them. Assessors used an average of 7.9 terms to describe Set 1 (low
within-set similarity), of 7.1 terms for Set 2 (intermediate within-set
similarity) and of 6.6 terms for Set 3 (high within-set similarity).

Consensus index. Globally, assessors are not very consensual, as showed
by a consensus index close to 0 for the three sets. Moreover, although
the ANOVA showed a significant set effect [F(2,20) = 7.761;
p = 0.003], the consensus between assessors is not proportional to

1 To evaluate the effect of within-set similarity, we performed CA analyses because it
was not possible to performed a MFACT analysis as the beers are not the same in the three
sets.
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the within-set beer similarity (Set 1, M = 0.076; Set 2, M = 0.025; Set
3, M = 0.070). The set effect might be due to the nature of the beers
themselves rather than to their similarity.

Repeatability index. Globally assessors are not very repeatable as the
repeatability index is equal to 0.127 for Set 2 and to 0.153 for Set 3.
Moreover, no significant difference was found between the two sets (t
(20) = 0.258; p= 0.799), indicating that repeatability is not
influenced by within-set beer similarity.

3.1.2. Beer description
Table 2 presents the most and the least quoted terms for each beer

common to two sets (Pelforth blond and Leffe blond common to Sets 1
and 2, Stella Artois common to Sets 2 and 3). Globally the beers
common to two sets were not characterized with the same terms and
the few similar terms are not used in the same direction (more/less) for
the two sets. Pelforth blond was described as less toasted than the pivot
in Set 1 and more toasted than the pivot in Set 2. Also, it was described
as less fruity in Set 1 and more red fruits in Set 2. Leffe blond was
described as more phenol than the pivot in both sets and Stella Artois
more yellow fruits in Set 2 and less fruity in Set 3.

3.1.3. Beer sensory maps
The CA maps for Set 1, Set 2 and Set 3 are presented in Figs. 2–4

respectively. The first two factors of these CAs reach 67.8%, 66.1% and
57.7% of explained variance respectively indicating a similar variability
of the data for the three sets. However, we can observe that the
dispersion of the beer and term projections increases as a function of
within-set beer similarity. The richness of the descriptions (i.e. number
of contributing descriptors) and beer discriminability of the first two
dimensions increase when the within-set beer similarity increases. The
first dimension of Set 1 (low within-set similarity) opposes the terms
alcoholic and sweet to bitter and malty; the second dimension opposes
sweet and malty to alcoholic and bitter and separates the ChtiBL beer
from the ChtiAMB. All the other beers and terms are plotted in the
center of the map. The first CA dimension of Set 2 (intermediate within-
set similarity) opposes the terms sweet, phenolic, alcoholic and fruity
(Leffe and Grimbergen) to malty (Heineken1 and Stella) and the second

dimension opposes macerated fruits, burnt, hoppy, malty, phenolic and
sweet (Leffe) to acidic, bitter, fruity, acidic persistence and bitter persistence
(Grimbergen). The first CA dimension of Set 3 (high within-set
similarity) opposes the terms floral, malty and cardboard (Saint-Omer)
to alcoholic, bitter, hoppy, odor intensity, bitter persistence, fizzy and sweet
(Heineken1) and the second dimension opposes acidic, alcoholic, bitter,
malty and bitter persistence (Heineken 2) to fruity, sweet persistence,
phenolic and sweet (1664). It is interesting to notice that four terms
(alcoholic, sweet, bitter and malty) are often used to describe the beers,
whatever the set.

3.2. Effect of choice of pivot

To evaluate the effect of choice of pivot we compared the data from
Set 2 with P1 (blend), P2 (Affligem) and P3 (Saint-Omer) as pivot on
one side and from Set 3 with P1 (blend) and P2 (Jupiler) as a pivot on
the other side (blue lines on Fig. 1).

3.2.1. Performance criteria
Number of terms. For both sets, there is no effect of choice of pivot on
the number of terms used [For Set 2, F(2,20) = 1.950; p = 0.168 and
for Set 3, F(1,10) = 0.887; p = 0.368]. For Set 2, assessors used an
average of 7.1 terms with the blend pivot (P1), of 7.8 terms with the
Affligem pivot (P2) and of 7.1 terms with the Saint-Omer pivot (P3). For
Set 3, assessors used an average of 6.6 terms with the blend pivot (P1)
and of 7.0 terms with the Jupiler pivot (P2).

Consensus index. Again, the assessors are not very consensual, as
showed by a consensus index close to 0 for the two sets. Moreover,
for both sets, the consensus between assessors is not influenced by the
choice of pivot [For Set 2, F(2,20) = 2.698; p= 0.092 and for Set 3, F
(1,10) = 2.833; p = 0.123]. For Set 2, the consensus indices for the
blend pivot (P1), Affligem pivot (P2) and Saint-Omer pivot (P3) are
0.025, 0.066 and 0.058 respectively. For Set 3, the consensus indices for
the blend pivot (P1) and for the Jupiler pivot (P2) are 0.070 and 0.101,
respectively.

3.2.2. Beer description
Tables 3 and 4 present the most and the least quoted terms for each

beer of Sets 2 and 3 with their different pivots. Globally for Set 2, the
terms used to describe a given beer are quite different between the
three pivots. Two exceptions are the Grimbergen which is described as
malty with the three pivots and the Leffe blond which is described as
macerated fruits with the three pivots and as phenol and sweet with two
pivots. In the same way for Set 3, the descriptions of the beers are quite
different from one pivot to another one, except for Heineken1 which is
described as banana with the two pivots and St Omer which is globally
described as a fruity beer with the P1 pivot (fruity) and the P2 pivot
(yellow fruits and citrus fruits).

3.2.3. Beer sensory maps
Figs. 5 and 6 present the MFACT maps for Set 2 and Set 3

respectively. For Set 2, we can observe on the map 5b that the
projections of the three tables are similar on the first dimension and
that on the second dimension, the projection of table P1 (blend) is
intermediate between the projections of table P2 and table P3. This
observation is supported by the high values of RV coefficients between
P1 and P2 (0.87) and between P1 and P3 (0.81). The RV coefficient
between P2 and P3 is slightly lower (0.69). On the map 5a, we can
observe that the pivot has more influence on the description of some
beers than on others. For example, the influence of the three pivots on
the Pelforth characterization is weak compared to the Leffe. P2 pivot
(Affligem) tends to make Leffe more different from the other beers than
P3 pivot (St Omer). The same can be observed for Grimbergen to a
lesser extent. In contrast P3 pivot (St Omer) tends to differentiate more
the Heineken from the other beers. For Set 3 (Fig. 6) we observe on map

Table 2
Terms significantly more and less quoted by the assessors to describe the three beers
common to two different sets with the P1 (blend) pivot. The sign + indicates that the
beer was described as “more…” than the pivot and the sign − indicates that the beer was
described as “less…” than the pivot.

Set 1 Set 2

Pelforth Blond More quoted −Toasted
−Alcoholic
−Taste intensity
+Cardboard
−Fruity

+Toasted
+Red fruits

Less quoted +Alcoholic
+Fruity

+Fruity

Set 1 Set 2

Leffe Blond More quoted +Phenol +Phenol
+Macerated fruits
+Sweet
+Odor intensity

Less quoted −Fruity −Hoppy
−Sweet

Set 2 Set 3

Stella Artois More quoted +Bread
+Yellow fruits
+Malty
−Sparkling

−Fruity

Less quoted NO TERM NO TERM
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Fig. 2. CA map for the Set 1 with the P1 (blend) pivot.

Fig. 3. CA map for the Set 2 with the P1 (blend) pivot.
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6b that the two tables are very close on both dimensions. The RV
coefficient equal to 0.88 confirms this observation. This similarity
between both tables is also observed on the map 6a and is quite the
same for all the five beers.

4. Discussion

The objective of this paper was to evaluate a new descriptive
method proposed by Thuillier et al. (2015). This new method relies on
the comparison of a set of products with a stable reference —the
pivot— and as such raises two main issues: the effect of within-set
similarity and the choice of pivot. These two questions are discussed
below.

Fig. 4. CA map for the Set 3 with the P1 (blend) pivot.

Table 3
Terms significantly more and less quoted by the assessors to describe the beers of Set 2
with its three pivots. The sign + indicates that the beer was described as “more…” than
the pivot and the sign −indicates that the beer was described as “less…” than the pivot.

Blend Pivot
(P1)

Affligem Pivot
(P2)

Saint-Omer
Pivot (P3)

Grimbergen More
quoted

+Fruity
+Fruity
persistence
−Malty
+Acidic
persistence
+Butter

+Cardboard +Phenolic
−Malty

Less
quoted

+Malty NO TERM +Bitter
+Malty

Heineken 1 More
quoted

−Persistent
−Sweet
−Alcoholic

+Bread −Hoppy
+Malty
+Banana

Less
quoted

+Fruity NO TERM +Hoppy

Leffe blond More
quoted

+Phenolic
+Macerated
fruits
+Sweet
+Odor
intensity

+Spicy
+Macerated
fruits
+Phenolic
+Fizzy

+Yellow fruits
+Macerated
fruits

Less
quoted

−Hoppy
−Sweet

NO TERM −Sweet

Pelforth blond More
quoted

+Burnt
+Red fruits

NO TERM +Bitter

Less
quoted

+Fruity NO TERM −Bitter
+Odor intensity

Stella Artois More
quoted

+Bread
+Yellow fruits
+Malty
−Fizzy

NO TERM +Metallic
−Fruity
+Butter

Less
quoted

NO TERM NO TERM NO TERM

Table 4
Terms significantly more and less quoted by the assessors to describe the beers of Set 3
with the its two pivots. The sign + indicates that the beer was described as “more…” than
the pivot and the sign − indicates that the beer was described as “less…” than the pivot.

Blend Pivot (P1) Jupiler Pivot (P2)

1664 More quoted +Sweet
+Phenolic

−Fizzy

Less quoted NO TERM NO TERM
Carlsberg More quoted +Yeast

+Cabbage
+Metallic
+Persistent
+Acidic

Less quoted +Fruity NO TERM
Heineken 1 More quoted +Banana +Banana

−Bitter persistence
−Burnt

Less quoted NO TERM NO TERM
St Omer More quoted −Bitter persistence

−Odor intensity
+Fruity

−Malty
+Citrus fruits
+Yellow fruits

Less quoted NO TERM −Fizzy
Stella Artois More quoted −Fruity +Alcoholic

Less quoted NO TERM NO TERM
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4.1. Influence of within-set beer similarity

We found a significant effect of within-set similarity on both the
beer sensory maps and the vocabulary used to describe the beers.
Surprisingly, the comparison of beer sensory maps showed that the
discrimination between beers increased with the within-set beer
similarity: The more similar the beers are the more the CA maps are
scattered. Likewise, despite the fact that the total number of terms
generated decreases with the within-set beer similarity, the richness of
the descriptions (i.e. number of contributing descriptors) observed on
CAs increase when beers are more similar. This result suggests that PP is
more efficient for homogeneous spaces than for heterogeneous ones.
The effect of within-set similarity was already reported in previous
studies on alternative descriptive methods carried out with consumers.
However, in these previous studies, more heterogeneous spaces led to
better performance. For example, using three levels of sample complex-
ity (defined as both the number of attributes used to describe the
overall perception of the product and the degree of homogeneity of the
sample set), Louw et al. (2014) observed a negative influence of this
factor on the projective mapping results of alcoholic brandy products.
Specifically, they reported that at high alcohol contents panelists’

repeatability decreases when the complexity of the product set in-
creases. Likewise, the ability of panelists to recognize duplicate samples
(alcoholic beverages at 20% vol.) decreased with complexity. The
authors interpret their results as an indication that evaluating a sample
set with a relatively low degree of differentiation in the set is a more
complicated task than evaluating a sample set with a high degree of
differentiation. In agreement with this interpretation, Delarue and
Sieffermann (2004) and Ares et al. (2015) found a lower similarity
between the sensory maps obtained via a traditional descriptive analysis
and those obtained via a Flash profile and a Check-all-that-Apply
(CATA) method respectively, when the product spaces were more
homogenous. Conversely PSP, another reference-based method, has
shown good performance with very similar products, as mineral waters
(Teillet, 2014; Teillet, Schlich, Urbano, COrdelle, & Guichard, 2010) or
powered drinks (Antúnez et al., 2017) and even a better product
discrimination than QDA when used with a trained panel (Varela,
Svartebekk Myhrer, Naes, & Hersleth 2014). A plausible explanation for
the fact that, contrary to other comparative methods (Flash profile,
sorting task or projective mapping), PP is well adapted for restricted
product spaces comes from the nature of the pivot. To evaluate the
effect of within-set similarity we used a blend of all the samples of the

Fig. 5. MFACT maps for Set 2, (a) map of the beers with their respective projected points corresponding to their different pivots, (b) map of the three tables corresponding to the three
pivots.

Fig. 6. MFACT maps for Set 3, (a) map of the beers with their respective projected points corresponding to their different pivots, (b) map of the two tables corresponding to the two pivots.
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set as pivot. It is quite possible that this pivot is more representative of
the whole set when the samples in this set are similar (e.g. Set 1) than
when they are dissimilar (e.g. Set 3). And so the effect we observed
might be due to the quality of the pivot rather than to the method itself.
In other words, the idea of using a blend as pivot might be better
adapted for homogeneous sets than for heterogeneous ones. Another
explanation would be that with Set 3 (low within-set similarity), the
blend pivot is very similar to each beer of the set, and so the assessors
strove to find out the differences between the samples and the pivot and
thus they went more into details than when the sensory differences are
more obvious, as between the samples of Set 1 (high within-set
similarity) and its blend pivot. This interpretation was already men-
tioned by Ares et al. (2015)) for PSP. However further work needs to be
carried out to confirm and understand this result. Specifically, one way
to validate the difference of product discrimination observed on the CA
maps between the three sets would be to add confidence ellipses around
the products. This would be possible by using bootstrapping approaches
that consider individual variability (Cadoret & Husson, 2013) as it was
already applied by Antúnez et al. (2017) to CA results and by Dehlholm,
Brockhoff, and Bredie (2012) to MFA results. However, to do that a new
script adapted to Pivot data needs no be developed, for example in the
FactoMineR package of R. Our results highlight that further statistical
development is necessary for the evaluation of the product discrimina-
tion and the stability of the perceptual spaces. This development was
out of the scope of this paper.

Finally, we did not found an influence of the within-set similarity on
the repeatability index calculated for the Heineken beers. A similar
result was observed by Louw et al. (2014) on brandy products evaluated
with projective mapping method. They found that at low alcohol levels
(≈7% vol.), which are quite similar to the alcohol levels of our beers,
the sample set complexity did not appear to affect panelists’ repeat-
ability whereas it is the case at high alcohol content (≈20% vol.).
However, in Louw et al. (2014) the repeatability of the projective
method was evaluated by presenting twice each sample set and then
comparing the resulting configurations with RV coefficients and
Relative Performance Indicator (RPI). In the present experiment, our
repeatability index is based on the comparison of the terms used by
each assessor to describe a repeated beer (Heineken). This index is very
strict as it takes into account only the description of one repeated beer,
which can explain the low values observed for both Sets 2 and 3.
However, the analysis of the MFACT maps obtained for Sets 2 and 3
(Figs. 5 and 6 respectively) shows that the projections of the two
repetitions of the Heineken beer (Heineken 1 and Heineken 2) are not
very close, supporting the conclusions from the repeatability index.
These results cannot be attributed to memory or attention issues as it
could be the case for other alternative methods (e.g. sorting task, see
Patris, Gufoni, Chollet, & Valentin, 2007). Indeed, in PP, participants
evaluate the products by comparing them two by two. But it could be
associated with saturation problems or sensory fatigue due to the large
number of product pairs to be evaluated in one session, with such an
alcoholic, bitter and persistent product as beer. The influence of the
perceptual complexity of alcoholic products such as wine or beer on
panel performance is also highlighted in the study of Louw et al. (2014).
Other recent studies also evaluated the repeatability of different
alternative descriptive methods. De Salamando et al. (2015) found that
average individual repeatability was lower than global repeatability
(evaluation of the same set of product two times by one group of
assessors) for polarized projective mapping (PPM) and that individual
reproducibility (evaluation of the same set of products by different
groups of assessors) increased with the difference between the samples
of the set. Also Hopfer and Heymann (2013) observed with projective
mapping strong individual repeatability effects but not at the aggregate
level of the consensus product maps. Antúnez et al. (2017) found that at
the aggregate level, PSP, CATA and projective mapping on powdered
drinks showed high repeatability even if some differences in the
similarities and differences among the samples were identified between

the three methods, especially for the narrower sample set. The
repeatability of the PP method needs further research, for example by
repeating the evaluation of an entire sample set.

4.2. Influence of the choice of pivot

In accordance with the results of Thuillier et al.’s simulations
(2015), we found that the choice of pivot does not have a strong
impact on the product positioning on the MFACT maps, as well as on
the number of terms used to describe the beers and on the consensus
between assessors. The suggestion of Thuillier et al. to create a “central
product” by blending all products to be described seems to be a good
option when it is possible (mixable products). Indeed, we observed on
the MFACT of Set 2 that the blend pivot (P1) has a central position
between the two other extreme pivots (P2 and P3), indicating that the
product descriptions obtained with the blend pivot are intermediate
between the ones obtained with the extreme pivots. These results also
showed that no physicochemical interactions occurred with the blend-
ing of the beers that modified the pivot beer sensory characteristics in a
radical way. In the case of non-mixable products, the choice of the pivot
should not be a big issue as long as the pivot belongs to the product
space (e.g. dark beer pivot for dark beer space) since quite similar
results were obtained with the different tested pivots. PSP is another
relatively new method based on the comparison of samples to reference
products, usually called poles (Teillet et al., 2010). The influence of the
choice of the poles on PSP results has been also questioned. If small
changes in the sets of poles do not lead to relevant changes in sample
configurations (De Salamando et al., 2015; Teillet, 2014), Ares et al.
(2015) insisted on the fact that the poles should really reflect the main
characteristics responsible for the expected similarities and differences
among the samples to be evaluated. So compared to PSP, the choice of
pivot in PP does not seem to be a big issue. However, this statement
needs to be verified by directly comparing PSP and PP on the same set
of samples, changing the poles/pivots and looking at the stability of the
perceptual spaces. This difference could be explained by the nature of
the task. In PSP, even if no indication is given to the consumers on the
sensory attributes to use for comparing the samples to the poles, they
tend to focus on one or two characteristics, even more when the poles
are strongly associated with these specific characteristics (Ares et al.,
2015). Conversely in PP the assessors do not limit their evaluation to
few sensory attributes, as shown by the average number of terms used
to describe each beer (≈7 terms). Again, it would be interesting to
compare these two reference-based methods to confirm this hypothesis
in order to gain insight for more relevant applications.

Yet if the choice of pivot does not affect directly the product sensory
maps, the sensory quality of the pivot affects the product descriptions.
This appeared clearly when we compare the descriptions of the beers
common to two sets (Pelforth blond and Leffe blond for Sets 1 and 2;
Stella Artois for Sets 2 and 3): The same beer is not described with the
same words depending on the set it belongs to. This result is quite
logical as the common beers are described in comparison to a blend
pivot (P1), which is not the same from one set to another. Because the
products are not described in the absolute but by reference to the pivot,
the terms generated for a given product are in part dependent on the
sensory characteristics of the pivot. Let us consider a very bitter pivot
beer. If the sample is not bitter at all, it is likely that the assessors will
use the term bitter to describe the difference between the pivot and the
sample. Conversely if the sample is also very bitter, the term bitter will
probably not be used to characterize the difference between the pivot
and the sample. So depending on the sensory characteristics of the
pivot, the terms used to describe the samples will not be the same even
though the relative positioning of the samples will be similar whatever
the pivot. This result suggests that PP would be a good methodological
choice for obtaining global information about the similarities and
differences between samples by analyzing multidimensional maps but
is less appropriate for their detailed sensory characterizations. In this
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way, PP is more similar to similarity-based methods (e.g. sorting task,
projective mapping) than to attribute-based methodologies (e.g. CATA,
free choice profiling) which encourage the assessors to focus their
attention on the sensory characteristics and so provide more detailed
descriptions (Varela & Ares, 2012). Besides, PP is useful when compar-
ison with a reference product is of particular interest as well as when all
the samples cannot be tested in one session.

5. Conclusion

Pivot Profile© (PP) is a fast descriptive method proposed recently
by Thuillier et al. (2015) as an alternative to be carried out with
professionals who often prefer using free descriptions than classical
descriptive methods. Our study suggests that the choice of pivot has less
influence than the within-set similarity (similarity within the product
space) on the beer positioning on the sensory maps. It seems that the PP
method is more suitable for restricted product spaces in terms of
sensory characteristics, and that the creation of a “central product” as
the pivot can be a good option when the type of products allows it. It
also suggests that PP would be a good method for obtaining the
similarities and differences between the products but not to access to
the detailed sensory profiling of each product.

Other points are raised by this study and need further research. The
first one concerns PP performance in terms of repeatability and
consensus between assessors. The indices used to evaluate these criteria
were probably too strict as they evaluate individual repeatability only.
Evaluating both individual and group repeatability as in QDA might be
a better approach and further development in this direction are needed.
Also, the number of assessors can be questioned. Even if we used highly
trained panelists who are more consensual and repeatable than
consumers, 11 assessors might not be enough to obtain reliable PP
results. One way to address this issue would be to apply a bootstrapping
resampling technique to evaluate the minimum number of assessors
necessary to obtain a stable product space, as suggested by Blancher,
Clavier, Egoroff, Duineveld, and Parcon (2012). This would require
developing a new script adapted to the PP as was done for sorting task
with Indscal (Bárcenas, Pérez Elortondo, & Albisu, 2004;
Nestrud & Lawless, 2011) and Distatis (Abdi, Valentin,
Chollet, & Chrea, 2007; Abdi, Valentin, O’Toole, & Edelman, 2005).

Although further work is needed in this way, we believe that the
number and the nature of assessors needed to perform PP varies
according to the objective of the task. If we just want a coarse
description of the products obtained from CA map, a few assessors
might be enough. However, if the objective is to obtain precise
descriptions, having more assessors might be necessary. As suggested
by Thuillier et al. (2015), PP seems to be well suited for expert panelists
but it is sometime difficult to find a large number of expert assessors. So
it would be important to check whether PP could also be used with
consumers.
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